
HK WINNING FACTOR HK WINNING FACTOR HK WINN  

SHA TIN – May 24, 2020 
Rail position: A (good). Warm, sunny day, hard to imagine it won’t be Good to Firm unless we get rain. 
Market Guide: ^ Expect to run longer odds.  v Expect to run shorter odds. Note, suggested bets based on current/expected tote odds in 
Hong Kong which can change dramatically in final minutes. Rating odds are displayed for runners up to 30-1 as a guide for subscribers 
with access to fixed odds. 
Maps: note race maps in HK racing very fluid. Fields are declared 3 days before, giving jockeys, owners & trainers 72 hours+ to work out 
pace & often change tactics accordingly, even radically. There is no requirement to notify officials of any change of tactics. 

 

Race 1 – Griffins      1200m 

 Rating  Current Draw  Tempo = < AVE 

1  SUNNY STAR 2.7 9 SUPER TEN >>>>>>>>>> 

  2 5.7 CHANCHENG PRINCE 6.7 8 FORTUNE TRIPLE >>>> 

3  ENCHANTING START 32 ^ 7 SMILING FACE >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

4  FORTUNE TRIPLE 46 ^ 6 SEA MONARCH >>>>>>>>>>>> 

5  SEA MONARCH 15 5 ENCHANTING START >>>> 

6 2.3 SMILING FACE 4.7 V 4 SUNNY STAR >>>>>>>? 

7 2.9 LIKE THAT 3.7 3 TINKER BELLE >>>>>>> 

8  SUPER TEN 13 ^ 2 LIKE THAT >>>>>>>>>> 

9  TINKER BELLE 45 ^ 1 CHANCHENG PRINCE >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

 

The race: The griffins go to 1200m & a turn here for the first time & that often means we see different run styles to them than down 

the straight. Of the 3 newcomers here, the filly Tinker Belle has not looked all that quick at the trials, Enchanting Start has missed 

the jump clearly both trials & Fortune Triple can jump ok but doesn’t look to have much pace. Chancheng Prince, Sea Monarch 

and Smiling Face have shown the best pace at 1000m, while Like That has missed the start both runs. The most interesting on the 

map is Sunny Star, who didn’t begin well then got squeezed out at his winning debut & he was not well away in a trial since either 

& ridden back. However, he had shown more speed than that in trials before his first race? What looks most certain about this is 

that there won’t be a lot of speed on. 

 

Recommendations: This is tough to assess, as the 2 griffin races – with mostly the same horses – have rated as chalk & cheese. 

The race won by Sunny Star was run in slow time with VERY slow sectionals & rated as one of the worst griffin races of the last 10 

years. The second race, where Sunny Star did not go around, also was run in slow time but the sectionals were much better, even 

allowing for faster conditions that day. On those ratings, Sunny Star will struggle to beat the horses from the second griffin race but 
they are the same horses he clobbered in his debut. The same applies to Sea Monarch, who ran in the low-rating race but not in 

the second one. So, there’s the problem. Did the others improve sharply for the experience and will Sunny Star or Sea Monarch 

improve as much? What is clear is that the griffin who has done everything right both times is Smiling Face, who also started 

favourite in both, and he now meets Sunny Star and Like That on 7-pounds better relative weights for his defeats. He has always 

shaped like 1000m would not be his distance, too.  SMILING FACE 4 units. LIKE THAT 2 units.  

 

Race 2 – Class 4      1400m 

 

 Rating  Current Draw  Tempo = < AVE 

1  LUCKY PUZZLE 72 14 SPARKY STAR >>>> 

  2 13.1 LEAP OF FAITH 3.6 ^ 13 CIRCUIT HASSLER >>>>>>>>>>? 

3 8.4 ARMOR STAR 7.0 12 TELECOM MISSILE >>>> 

4 25.6 CIRCUIT HASSLER 7.0 ^ 11 ARMOR STAR >>>>>>> 

5  SEAWEED FORTUNE 101 10 LUCKY PUZZLE >>>>>>>>>>? 

6 3.4 SO WE JOY 3.4 9 WINS ALL >>>>>>> 

7  SPARKY STAR 198 8 SEAWEED FORTUNE >>>> 

8 3.4 NOBLE DESIRE 16 V 7 NOBLE DESIRE >>>>>>>>>>? 

9  TELECOM MISSILE 116 6 SO WE JOY >>>>>>>>>> 

10 25.6 TAILOR MADE 14 5 WITNESS HUNTER >>>>>>> 

11  WINS ALL 197 4 MOON PEAKS >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

12 20.4 MOON PEAKS 27 V 3 TAILOR MADE >>>>>>>>>>? 

13  SHANGHAI DRAGON 12 ^ 2 LEAP OF FAITH >>>>>>> 

14 32.3 WITNESS HUNTER 14 ^ 1 SHANGHAI DRAGON >>>>>>>>>>>> 

 

The race: The leader here looks obvious with Moon Peaks showing plenty of speed in his races lately before dropping out. He 

probably has the speed to cross Shanghai Dragon early & may get a soft time in front here but there are some query runners who 

might show a bit more speed today: Tailor Made, Noble Desire and Lucky Puzzle. Lucky Puzzle drops into C4 first time, raced just 

off speed in Australia & has shown more pace in a couple of his runs than it looks like on paper. Likewise, Tailor Made is not 
without speed – he led at 1600m one day - he just hasn’t been much of a beginner. However, he began like a bullet in a trial on 

Tuesday & a similar jump here puts him into the race. Noble Desire not far away in some of his races, goes to 1400m  first time & 

with the 10-pound claimer so would not surprise if he is positive. As always, Circuit Hassler could be anywhere, he has the pace 

to be forward but some days he wants to go & others he doesn’t?  

 

Recommendations: Like Leap Of Faith as a prospect but he is coming back after a 4 month break so fitness a possible query and 

was not as excited as some by Armor Star’s debut at 100-1 in a weak race. SO WE JOY hasn’t done much wrong in his handful of 

starts but not a lofe of fat on the price. 2 units. Think there’s value in NOBLE DESIRE though. Always looked like he wanted better 

than short sprint trips but has been running well, and now he gets the distance lift. 5 units. MOON PEAKS may get a softer lead 

here than he has been. 0.5 unit   

 



 

 
 

Race 3 – Class 4      1600m 

 

 Rating  Current Draw  Tempo = AVE 

1 18.3 LAOS ENLIGHTENMENT 48 14 BULLETPROOF >>>> 

  2  MONSTER KAKA 6.2 ^ 13 LAOS ENLIGHTENMENT >>>>>>> 

3  STARSHIP 20 ^ 12 STARSHIP >>>> 

4 7.5 FULL POWER 7.2 V 11 MONSTER KAKA >>>>>>>>>>>> 

5 22.8 ROMAN IMPERO 40 10 ROMAN IMPERO >>>>>>>>>>>> 

6 9.3 SUNNY POWER 31 V 9 EVER STRONG >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

7  JOLLY FOREVER 44 ^ 8 FULL POWER >>>>>>>>>> 

8 28.4 BULLETPROOF 7.8 ^ 7 JOLLY FOREVER >>>>>>> 

9  CALIFORNIA LEGEND 19 6 CALIFORNIA LEGEND >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

10 9.3 ENJOY LIFE 3.2 ^ 5 SUNNY POWER >>>>>>> 

11 4.8 MISSION SMART 9.2 V 4 REGENCY MASTER >>>>>>>>>>>> 

12  REGENCY MASTER 47 ^ 3 ENJOY LIFE >>>>>>>>>> 

13 4.8 CITY LEGEND 6.8 2 MISSION SMART >>>>>>> 

14  EVER STRONG 196 1 CITY LEGEND >>>> 

 

The race: California Legend will attempt to lead them & dictate the pace and whether that happens or not depends largely on 

Ever Strong. He is a dirt sprinter being run down the handicap to C5 again & is totally unsuited but he pressed forward to lead 

1650m HV l/s at a fast pace & could spice this up is asked to do the same again. Regency Master was oddly devoid of speed l/s 

1400m but has shown more early pace previously, Roman Impero will look for a handy spot & Enjoy Life tends to be closer in his 

races when he draws in. The 10-pound claimer going on Monster Kaka might signal positive tactics or might have as much to 

with reducing his handicap weight as he is not a very big horse. Still his pattern generally is to be handy. If there are no 

challengers, California Legend may stack them up but enough possibly going on here to call it average tempo.  

 

Recommendations: Happy to bet against Bulletrpoof and Monster Kaka here and Enjoy Life has a winning chance but is very hit 

and miss. MISSION SMART’s 4 starts have all been good and especially the latest at HV when should have been much closer after 

being badly held up round the home turn. He isn’t the best of beginners but should be able to use the barrier to make up some 

ground if he is slow out. 3 units. CITY LEGEND has run 9 seconds from 27 starts but going well enough to break through and win 
one. 2 units. SUNNY POWER is usually half this price in his races, rarely runs a bad race & there was hidden merit In his l/s HV 

running home into midfield. Better gate here. 1.5 units. And at big odds something on LAOS ENLIGHTENMENT at first C4 run and 

ROMAN IMPERO. 0.5 unit each.   

 

 

 

 

 

Race 4 – Group 3      1200m 
 

 Rating  Current Draw  Tempo = < AVE 

1 2.4 HOT KING PRAWN 4.7 V 8 BIG PARTY >>>>>>>>>>>> 

  2 2.4 THANKS FOREVER 2.0 7 DRAGON GENERAL >>>> 

3 18.2 WISHFUL THINKER 7.3 ^ 6 WISHFUL THINKER >>>> 

4 23.0 BIG PARTY 13 5 JOLLY BANNER >>>>>>> 

5 18.2 FAT TURTLE 9.0 ^ 4 HOT KING PRAWN >>>>>>>>>>>> 

6  JOLLY BANNER 15 ^ 3 FAT TURTLE >>>>>>>>>> 

7  WALDORF 10 ^ 2 THANKS FOREVER >>>>>>>>>> 

8  DRAGON GENERAL 39 ^ 1 WALDORF >>>>>>> 

 

The race: Well this is tricky. For a Group class sprint, we don’t have anything that really wants to lead. Hot King Prawn, Big Party 

are both very speedy horses if employed for pace but they have recently both settled into a pattern of taking a sit in their races & 
the same is true of Thanks Forever, though he did lead a slowly-run G1 in January. Fat Turtle isn’t the greatest beginner and is 

coming back from mile races so he is probably not the leader either. So, the frontrunner, and the pace, will come down to 

whoever wants to break with their pattern. The others are run-ons. Obviously, this could swing either way – as a slow race if they 

all look at each other & wait for someone else to lead or a faster race if all 3 attempt to claim the tactical initiative & lead or 

anything in between.   

 

Recommendations: Tactics will have a lot to do with who comes out on top here. Thanks Forever has a few vices & is not as 

straightforward is not as straightforward as his rival. HOT KING PRAWN was a touch disappointing L/s but has been bombproof 

tactically his whole career – lead, sit behind, whatever is required he can do and will be very surprised if there is this much 

between the two favourites at race time. HOT KING PRAWN 5 units.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

Race 5 – Class 3      1200m 

 

 Rating  Current Draw  Tempo = < AVE 

1 7.6 CRUISING 7.3 12 HAPPY TIME >>>>? 

  2  HAFEET ALAIN 43 ^ 11 CALIFORNIA LEVEE >>>>>>>>>> 

3  MOERAKI 46 ^ 10 KEEP YOU WARM >>>>>>> 

4 3.9 WIND N GRASS 4.2 9 BIZ POWER >>>> 

5  BIG BROOK 14 ^ 8 BIG BROOK >>>> 

6 9.5 BIZ POWER 6.0 7 ROMANTIC COMBO >>>>>>>>>> 

7  KEEP YOU WARM 35 ^ 6 CRUISING >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

8 23.4 CALIFORNIA LEVEE 26 5 HAFEET ALAIN >>>>>>> 

9  ROMANTIC COMBO 91 4 GOOD LUCK FRIEND >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

10 2.5 GOOD LUCK FRIEND 2.3 V 3 SHANGHAI GRACE >>>>>>> 

11  SHANGHAI GRACE 220 2 WIND N GRASS >>>>>>> 

12  HAPPY TIME 17 ^ 1 MOERAKI >>>>>>> 

 

The race: Looks a soft tempo. Good Luck Friend and Cruising (10-pound claiming apprentice) look the only two speed horses 

and the only way this isn’t a soft tempo is if Chau and Moreira get into some sort of duel with each other, and that makes no 

sense. California Levee has got back first 3 runs HK but pushed forward l/s when a very slow early speed. He might try to do the 

same here. Newcomer Romantic Combo has shown a little pace at the trials which might not normally translate well to race day 

but with the lack of speed horses here perhaps he will be able to race fairly forward. Happy Time might be the wild card as he 

does have good speed if used but been racing well going back, especially from wide gates, so mapping him there again?   

 

Recommendations: Race sets up well for Good Luck Friend but there are not many chances, the market has nailed all of them. 

NO BET. 

 

 

 

 

Race 6 – Class 4      1200m 
 

 Rating  Current Draw  Tempo = AVE 

1 5.7 SKY DARCI 5.7 14 KINDA COOL >>>>>>>>>>>>? 

  2 27.3 VOYAGE STAR 15 ^ 13 ANGEL OF MY EYES >>>>>>>>>> 

3 2.3 KINDA COOL 6.2 V 12 GOLDEN LINK >>>> 

4  ANGEL OF MY EYES 61 ^ 11 SACRED TIMING >>>> 

5 17.4 FLYING SPIRIT 14 10 ARDENODE >>>>>>> 

6  GOLDEN LINK 22  9 REGENCY POET >>>>>>>>>>>> 

7  HORSE WINNINGS 112 8 GALLANT LEGACY >>>>>>> 

8 7.1 SCORES OF FUN 4.3 7 FLYING SPIRIT >>>>>>>? 

9  GALLANT LEGACY 5.7 ^ 6 QIPAO BOSS >>>>>>> 

10  REGENCY POET 10 ^ 5 VOYAGE STAR >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

11  ARDENODE 25 ^ 4 FANTASTIC FABIO >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

12  FANTASTIC FABIO 32 ^ 3 SCORES OF FUN >>>>>>>>>>>> 

13 13.9 QIPAO BOSS 16 2 HORSE WINNINGS >> 

14  SACRED TIMING 27 ^ 1 SKY DARCI >>>>>>> 

 

The race: On face value, the addition of reserve starter Voyage Star, a regulation frontrunner, has kicked the pace up a notch, 

especially with he and the other leader Fantastic Fabio drawn beside each other. The one little question mark on that is Voyage 
Star is usually ridden by a local jockey & now has the French rider Hamelin aboard & he may or may not adhere to the horse’s 

regulation pattern – assuming that he will & pace looks average but still some chance to be slower than that. Regency Poet led 

l/s but does not normally pursue the lead & is more likely to trail & the newcomer Scores Of Fun begins well, has pace & will most 

likely opt for the box seat run. Another new horse Angel Of My Eyes does have some speed & may attempt to cross into a trail 

with cover. What Purton does on Kinda Cool is the real question mark – in its trials, he rode the horse behind & again in his first 

race at 1000m, he took cover just off the speed but he needs to do something to overcome the draw here, even if he ultimately 
takes a sit & going back will put him in plenty of traffic? Some query on mapping Flying Spirit as he was checked out of the gates 

on debut, steps up in distance & could be closer?    

 

Recommendations: KINDA COOL’s barrier looks the only reason he would be this price in a race without many legitimate 

chances but he does have Purton. Very good only start down the straight, will certainly be better suited by 1200m if he can find a 

trip in the race. 7.5 units. Thought we might see improvement from QUIPAO BOSS at 1200m & from a better draw than he had at 

HV 1200m two runs ago. 0.5 unit. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

Race 7 – Class 4      1200m 

 

 Rating  Current Draw  Tempo = AVE 

1 3.5 XPONENTIAL 4.5 V 14 VITAL SPRING >>>> 

  2 10.7 TRUE LEGEND 11 13 HERO STAR >>>>>>>>>>>> 

3  HAPPILY FRIENDS 26 12 TRUE LEGEND >>>>>>>>>> 

4 26.2 LADY FIRST 10 ^ 11 MAJESTIC CONQUEROR >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

5 3.5 YEE CHEONG PEGASUS 3.9 10 KA FORTUNE >>>> 

6 13.4 CIGAR BUDDIES 16 V 9 LADY FIRST >>>>>>> 

7  FAST PACE 12 8 GARLIC HERO >>>>>>> 

8  GARLIC HERO 39 ^ 7 HAPPILY FRIENDS >>>>>>>>>> 

9 8.6 SELL MY SOLE 6.0 V 6 SPARKLING STAR >>>>>>> 

10  SPARKLING STAR 11 ^ 5 SELL MY SOLE >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

11  HERO STAR 99 4 XPONENTIAL >>>>>>>>>>>> 

12  MAJESTIC CONQUEROR 30  3 YEE CHEONG PEGASUS >>>>>>> 

13  KA FORTUNE 39 ^ 2 CIGAR BUDDIES >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

14  VITAL SPRING 48 ^ 1 FAST PACE >>>> 

 

The race: Always fraught with danger making the new horses the basis of the pace but both Cigar Buddies and Sell My Sole have 

good speed, low draws and likely positive tactics here. Xponential got back in his ealy stars but has been handy his last 2 and 

with the 10-pound claimer going on it seems likely he will be fairly positive again but the horses to put some speed into the race 

are draw wide. Majestic Conqueror (Blkrs on) and Hero Star have made a habit of pressing forward even from wide draws. True 

Legend led l/s from an inside gate in a soft tempo but that looks less likely here & he had sat off the speed prior.   

 

Recommendations: Think these prices for the favourites will hold up ok, considering likely backing for the 2 talented new horses, 

Sell My Sole and Cigar Buddies. EXPONENTIAL 2 units. YEE CHEONG PEGASUS 1 unit. 

 

 

 

 

Race 8 – Group 1     2400m 
 

 Rating  Current Draw  Tempo = < AVE 

1 1.7 EXULTANT 2.0 V 7 EXULTANT >>>>>>>>>> 

  2 6.4 FURORE 4.2 6 CHEFANO >>>>>>>>>>>> 

3 19.6 TIME WARP 17 5 FURORE >>>>>>>>>> 

4 15.8 EAGLE WAY 11 4 HELENE CHARISMA >>>> 

5  CHEFANO 11 ^ 3 TIME WARP >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

6  HELENE CHARISMA 9.1 ^ 2 SAVVY NINE >>>>>>> 

7 10.0 SAVVY NINE 6.6 ^ 1 EAGLE WAY >>>>>>> 

 

The race: Hard to see this not being slowly-run & tactical. The one sure thing is that Time Warp will go straight to the front, where 

his game plan will be to dictate the pace at a walk for the first half & attempt to turn it into a sprint from the 1000m. Helene 

Charisma steadies to the rear & doubt we will see Eagle Way ridden as positively as he was last time. Chefano was able to win an 

easier race l/s from the front at a very slow pace in a race without leaders, so having a designated leader does mess with any 

plan to replicate that but he probably races forward. The questions tactically are around Savvy Nine, Furore and Exultant. Savvy 

Nine was simply restrained out of the gates l/s by Moreira when he ran 2d to Chefano with the speed against him – he can be 
closer here from the i/s draw but he also had gate 1 last time so where he is depends on whether connections have decided that 

is the way to ride him? Furore is versatile enough to just track the on pace runners across & take a sit. Purton may not want to dig 

up Exultant to go forward early as the horse can overrace like that at times but, because he has everything under him, he might 

end up second last if he is negative. At this distance, he has enough speed to roll forward without being bustled & the ideal 

outcome is to come across with the other outside draw horses and drop into the one out-one back trail, which he gets as long as 
Savvy Nine & Eagle Way both steady out of the gates. Being the outside, even in a field of 7, does present some potential tricks 

although the saving grace is that this is not 2000m but 2400m and there is a 420m run to the first turn. The alternative is Purton just 

relaxes the horse early then assesses the pace & makes a forward move midrace. He is the best tactical jockey in HK so he 

probably gets it right.  

 

Recommendations: This race has been a graveyard for short priced favourites over the years, some of them legendary names 

like Viva Pataca, Indigenous, Werther and Designs On Rome, and Exultant has not been as good this season as last season. I 

expect him to be much shorter than present odds & would like to play something to beat him but struggling to find a bet. The 

market is not giving anything away on his rivals. NO BET.   

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 
 

 

Race 9 – Class 3      1800m 

 

 Rating  Current Draw  Tempo = < AVE 

1 9.1 WORLD FAMOUS 6.3 12 DEFINING MOMENT >>>>>>> 

  2 4.7 CHAMPION SUPREME 9.9 11 ENZEMBLE >>>>>>>>>> 

3  GENEROUS CHARITY 37 ^ 10 CHARITY GO >>>>>>>? 

4 7.3 CHARITY GO 6.9 9 DUCKETT'S GROVE >>>>>>>>>>>> 

5  DUCKETT'S GROVE 70 ^ 8 CHAMPION SUPREME >>>>>>> 

6 14.2 HAPPY SEBRING 11  7 SACRED IBIS >>>> 

7 14.2 SACRED IBIS 5.6  6 GENEROUS CHARITY >>>>>>> 

8 4.7 ENZEMBLE 6.0 V 5 GOD OF DRAGON >>>>>>>>>> 

9 14.2 TANGMERE 10 4 DYNAMIC EAGLE >>>>>>> 

10  DEFINING MOMENT 9.7  3 HAPPY SEBRING >>>> 

11  DYNAMIC EAGLE 13 ^ 2 TANGMERE >>>>>>>>>> 

12 22.2 GOD OF DRAGON 16 1 WORLD FAMOUS >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

 

The race: Apprentice Victor Wong looks to have control of the pace here on World Famous & no reason for him to go anything 

but a gentle pace. That of course brings the possibility of tactical changes from other runners. Ducket’t’s Grove was steadied in 

behind at HV l/s & didn’t fire a shot but was a forward runner overseas & had shown some pace his prior run so expecting him to 

be more positive, God Of Dragon is not really a fast horse but can sit handy and Enzemble also not a speed runner but has been 

in the first 5 his last 2 starts and expect him to positive again with the 10-pound claimer going on. The danger on the map is a 
horse like Charity Go – normally ridden well back but he was close 2 starts ago in a similar race & finished 3rd - it’s possible he 

could switch tactics here?  

 

Recommendations: CHAMPION SUPREME pulled out some big sectionals to win this c/d l/s beating another run-on Charity Go, 

when the pace didn’t really look to set up ideally for them. CHAMPION SUPREME 2.5 units. 

 

 

 
 

Race 10 – Class 3     1400m 

 

 Rating  Current Draw  Tempo = < AVE 

1 6.8 BEAUTY SPIRIT 16 V 13 STREET SCREAM >>>> 

  2 21.1 REGENCY BO BO 10 12 HELLO BEAUTY >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

3 2.2 BEAUTY SMILE 3.6 V 11 GLORIOUS LOVER >>>> 

4  PRIME MINISTER 9.1 ^ 10 LUMEN BABA >>>>>>> 

5 13.3 HELLO BEAUTY 7.3 9 AMAZING CHOCOLATE >>>> 

6  GLORIOUS LOVER 15 ^ 8 FLYING VICTORY >>>>>>> 

7  ULTIMATE GLORY 23 7 ULTIMATE GLORY >>>>>>> 

8  LUMEN BABA 99 6 BEAUTY SMILE >>>>>>>>>> 

9  FLYING VICTORY 16 ^ 5 BEAUTY SPIRIT >>>>>>>>>>>> 

10 5.5 HAPPY ALUMNI 5.1 4 HAPPY ALUMNI >>>>>>> 

11  MERRYGOWIN 25 ^ 3 REGENCY BO BO >>>>>>>>>>>>? 

12  AMAZING CHOCOLATE 9.5 ^ 2 PRIME MINISTER >>>>>>> 

13  STREET SCREAM 73 ^ 1 MERRYGOWIN >>>> 

 

The race: Three of the “Beauty” horses here and expect all to occupy some sort of forward role but Hello Beauty is the most 

positive of them & has the 10-pound claimer aboard, so presuming he is the leader in a race without much pace. Regency Bo Bo 

was once one of the most reliable leaders in HK but his last 12 months has seen him missing the jump & not showing the same 

gate speed even if he begins cleanly. He has been freshened up with a 3 month break but was again not that fast out of the 

gates in a recent trial & had to be urged along to be with the leaders, so he’s a query? Happy Alumni is less of a query, only 
because he almost never jumps cleanly – if he does, he could be in a prime spot just behind the lead but is probably more likely 

to be a little further back than that.  

 

Recommendations: Have liked both BEAUTY SMILE’s runs in HK. He is a Northern Hemisphere 3yo so only a young horse with 

plenty of upside, maps well here. 5 units. BEAUTY SPIRIT seems a big price for L/s winner with nice map. 1.5 units. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 



 

 
 

 

Race 11 – Class 2     1400m 

 

 Rating  Current Draw  Tempo = AVE 

1 15.7 GOOD STANDING 10 14 DAN CONTROL >>>>>>>>>> 

  2 5.2 GLORIOUS SPECTRUM 3.0 13 CIRCUIT THREE >>>> 

3 8.1 HAPPY FUN 8.1 V 12 SUNNY BOY >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

4  KING OPIE 34 ^ 11 GOOD STANDING >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

5  BAND OF BROTHERS 15 ^ 10 GREEN LUCK >>>> 

6  TRANSCENDENT 9.0 ^ 9 BAND OF BROTHERS >>>>>>> 

7 30.7 WATER DIVINER 10 ^ 8 TRANSCENDENT >>>>>>> 

8 30.7 BEAUTY RUSH 15 7 KING OPIE >>>>>>> 

9  STYLING CITY 40 ^ 6 GLORIOUS SPECTRUM >>>>>>> 

10  DAN CONTROL 34 ^ 5 BEAUTY RUSH >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

11  GREEN LUCK 20 ^ 4 WATER DIVINER >>>> 

12  CIRCUIT THREE  3 STYLING CITY >>>>>>>>>> 

13  SUNNY BOY 24 ^ 2 HAPPY FUN >>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

14 2.1 WILL POWER 6.3 V 1 WILL POWER >>>>>>>>>> 

 

The race: Happy Fun is a regular leader, usually at a fairly genuine tempo, Beauty Rush has the pace to go with him but is more 

likely to sit behind and the main questions here are around the John Moore-trained runners out wide, Good Standing, Sunny Boy 

and to a lesser extent Dan Control. At this distance, all are potential leaders & therefore possible pace influences. It’s unlikely all 

3 will press but highly likely that at least one will and Good Standing is the race fit one of the trio, has the 10-pound claimer going 

on & that certainly suggests he will be positive. Expect Will Power and Styling City to be closer stepping up in distance. The pace 

looks average at best & slower if no pressure comes from the outside draws.   

 

Recommendations: The million dollar question here is whether WILL POWER brings his dirt form to the turf. If he does, he’s hard to 

beat and his early barrier trials on turf were good so there is no evidence that he won’t be suited on turf. 9 units.  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 No Selection Units 

1 6 SMILING FACE 4 

1 7 LIKE THAT 2 

2 6 SO WE JOY 2 

2 8 NOBLE DESIRE 5 

2 12 MOON PEAKS 0.5 

3 1 LAOS ENLIGHTENMENT 0.5 

3 5 ROMAN IMPERO 0.5 

3 6 SUNNY POWER 1.5 

3 11 MISSION SMART 3 

3 13 CITY LEGEND 2 

4 1 HOT KING PRAWN 5 

6 3 KINDA COOL 7.5 

6 13 QIPAO BOSS 0.5 

7 1 XPONENTIAL 2 

7 5 YEE CHEONG PEGASUS 1 

9 2 CHAMPION SUPREME 2.5 

10 1 BEAUTY SPIRIT 1.5 

10 3 BEAUTY SMILE 5 

11 14 WILL POWER 9 

      55 

    
 


